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Greetings to all,

The months of June and July were filled
with excitement and enthusiasm as the
newly formed clubs set their work in
motion. It was fascinating to see the
young ‘Karenites’ in action as they
displayed their talents in various areas.
It was time for them to put their best
foot forward. We were left in awe as
our students never cease to surprise
us. Under the guidance of their
teachers and cooperation of the
parents each event was a huge success.
In this issue we have tried to
encapsulate the students at their best.

‘HAPPY READING’

K’s  DAYS CHRONICLES



A ‘Show and Tell’ Competition was organized on the 9th of July,
2021. The theme was ‘My favourite ……’ and the aim of the club was
to hone the speaking skills of the tiny tots of the Kindergarten
sections. The participants were trained by their teachers and the
parents decorated their wards’ study corners with colourful posters
and props. The perfect coordination between the parents and
teachers showed that together we can do so much.

SHOW AND TELL COMPETITION

AARUSH SINGH, LKG- A

DHAIRYA PRADHAN, LKG- C

ANANYA GUPTA, NUR-A

VANI, LKG- G ARJUN SHANDILYA, NUR- A



HINDI ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION

The Writers Club had organized a Hindi Essay
Competition for the Std 5 students on 20th July 2021. It was a
fascinating and unusual event as the students used props and
masks to depict various colourful birds. The flighty imagination
of the students soared high as they penned down their thoughts
on the importance of birds in nature and their conservation.

PRIYANSHU KUMAR, 5-G SANSKRITI, 5- H SHREYA SUMAN, 5-D

‘Become like a bird, expand your
wings, learn new things

and fly as high as you can.’

“The Colorful World of Birds teach us a great life  lesson, all you 
have to do  is to listen to their song. They sing even after a storm. “



YOGA DAY

The International Yoga Day was
celebrated online on 21st June. The
students practiced many yogasanas
along with their teachers. The
enthusiasm and zeal with which the
students took part in these activities was
commendable. They were taught that
these poses were their prayers for
health and would have multiple benefits
in developing their mental and physical
health.AMRISHA, 3-A

DIVYANSHU, 3-EHARSHIT, 3-J DARSHIKA SAHAY, 3-D



MATHS ACTIVITY

ASTHA JHA, 2-J

ABHI RAJ, 2-J

Math is not about numbers, 
equations, computations: it 
is about UNDERSTANDING

Learning mathematics has
never been so exciting
before, as these tiny tots
show us how basic
concepts of shapes,
numbers etc can be learnt
from nature.



ONLINE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES BY 
OUR KINDERGARTEN KIDDIES

ANANYA GUPTA, NUR- A

IRA, NUR- B

RUHI, NUR- A AARAV, NUR- A

RIYAN, NUR- A

Delicious Fruits

Paper Craft

ARAV, NUR- B

Apples and 
oranges Pears 

and pineapples
Yummy fruits for 

sale!!

No time was wasted at
home as the students
of Nursery were like
busy bees crafting
beautiful decorative
pieces with colored
paper with the help of
their activity teacher.
Here we present some
of their awesome

creations


